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XIUS Partners with Connectem Virtual Core
Solution
XIUS; Connectem Inc.
Woburn, MA and Santa Clara, CA –XIUS [1], a leader in delivering innovative
platforms, applications and services for mobile operators worldwide, and mobile
infrastructure virtualization vendor Connectem Inc. [2] announced they will propose
the latest Virtualized LTE Evolved Packet Core (EPC) for carrier commercial
deployment.
Jointly, the two companies’ offering will target mobile operators who want to save
significant costs in their 4G / LTE without sacrificing processing speed, quality and
service for their customers as well as converged broadband solution providers who
are launching 4G mobile services with 3G failover.
Both solutions are offered in an on-demand, cloud-based, managed service
environment with the 4G service architected on VMC and SDN (software-defined
network) frameworks.
XIUS Mobile Services Platform (MSP) provides mobile operators with complete
telecom voice and data services across multiple network types and generations.
MSP provides operators access to core network infrastructure components at a
fraction of the cost without compromising on reliability, performance or support.
MSP’s complete network, online charging, BSS / OSS and mobile VAS component
suite, as well as flexibility in how it can be implemented, enable MSP to serve
multiple commercialization needs; from M2M to MVNE/MVNO to wholesale traffic
segregation and management to converged broadband 4G LTE implementations as
well.
Connectem has developed the industry’s first mobile infrastructure virtualization
software (VCM) for telecom operators and infrastructure providers, designed to run
in a cloud-based delivery framework. Both companies have current implementations
and trials of their respective solutions at mobile operators around the world.
“The market for Mobile Broadband infrastructure is on the precipice of a massive
change. Market dynamics are causing carriers to investigate network
infrastructures that are more elastic, flexible and economically viable. Our joint
offering with Connectem enables us to deploy on-demand infrastructure and
capacity in a fraction of the time at a fraction of the cost, of existing architectures,”
says GV Kumar, CEO at Xius.
“Connectem is thrilled to be engaging with XIUS as a premier network solutions
delivery company. Their vision is aligned with our view of the world, and we will
work tirelessly to deliver our joint customers the best experience possible,” says
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Barry Hill, Connectem’s VP Sales & Marketing. “We are excited about the potential
to re-define the economics and innovation in the Mobile Broadband market with this
solution.”
For more information visit www.xius.com [1] and www.connectem.net [2].
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